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Geophysical-seismic & electrical restivity methods have not gained 
popularity for exploration of shallow foundations due to a) cost; b) poor 

predictions of zoning, profile and properties of subsoil in 0-8m top range. 

Sounding dynamic cone penetrometer - Uncased as per IS 4968 (part I) 

which is more or less identical to DPSH cone reference test recommended 

by TC-16 of INSSMFE (1) has been widely used for exploration for alluvial 

deposits of India. These deposits are heterogeneous, variable and 

layered/stratifed.
For Dam, roads, dykes as well as building or structural foundations, 

investigations upto 8 m - 10 m have been successfully evolved using 

following procedure.
1) Quickly cover large or long areas by DCP tests insitu at reasonable 

interval e.g. 4 tests in 4 comers and one at centre of plot. As cost is 

35-40 $ per point and test is low capital based quick routine test 

additional tests can be decided at site to demarcate change (zoning) in 

plan. Three tests are possible per day per gang of 4 persons

2)  Analyse depth vs No*, plot to identify/demarcate zone in plan having 

one type of subsoil trend. Plan additional test to mark zones in plan.

3) Using same graph; for known geological region, a preliminary subsoil 

profile is modeled for each zone slope of Ncw vs depth indicates c = 0 , 

<¡ >=0 & c-<t> type of soil behaviour.

(4) Based on above model critical/sensitive soil parameters are defined and 

specifications are drawn for bore hole one in each zone detailing in-situ 

tests and type of sampling to confirm or correct the soil profile.

(5) Such limited explorations could generally be well supervised by expert 

himself.

(6) The properties of cohesive and non-cohesive soils are forecasted by 

available method (Desai 1980, 93) using representative Nc value at 

different depths.

(7) These evaluations of Cu E; Rd, <t>, allowable b.c for 40 mm settlement, 

CBR value, modulus o f elasticity are corrected/revised by bore hole 
data. This final parameters are evolved much better than statistical 

average of 4-5 bore hole records in normal exploration. Water table in 

loose & used sand is well predicted.

(8) In sensitive parameters could be checked by special exploration, if (7) 

is not clear, like vane, static cone, pressurometers, nuclear density 

probe &  load tests.

This continuous evaluation of data & programme to evolve zoning, profile, 

type of subsoil, properties for design has been successfully used over 30 

years. It has distinct advantages of:

a) Saving time,

b) Cost of exploration is minimised

c) Better interpretation without confusion of jungle o f data.

d) No need to resort to thumb rule design based on worst parameters 

making design oversafe and uneconomical.

e) Local experience permits updating of interpretation of cone test 

could bring out a standard at latter stage.

f) System is fast that geotechnical expert can personally supervise 

critical aspect of drilling/sampling/field test.

The standard conventional tender specification of soil exploration for all 

types of soils and undefined needs of design for structures have proved 

uneconomical, time consuming, irrelevant for major areas (SPT for clay or 

vane in sand by specified interval of tests) and data generated i more 

confining. The sounding DCP/DPSH test can provide better data for shallow 
depths in alluvial deposit.
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